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Communicated by the Editors 
The existence of limit spectral distribution of the product of two independent 
random matrices is proved when the number of variables tends to infinity. One of 
the above matrices is the Wishart matrix and the other is a symmetric nonnegative 
definite matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The distributions of the eigenvalues or functions of the eigenvalues of 
random matrices are very useful in testing various hypotheses in multivariate 
statistical analysis. These distributions are useful in nuclear physics also 
since the behaviour of the energy levels at high excitation levels in nuclear 
physics may be explained by considering the distributions of the eigenvalues 
of certain random matrices. In the area of multivariate statistical analysis, 
the asymptotic distribution theory is essentially restricted to the case when 
the sample size tends to infinity holding the number of variables fixed. But, 
many situations arise when the experimenter is confronted with the problem 
of drawing inference from the data when the number of variables is very 
large. Wigner [7] considered the problem of deriving the distributions of the 
eigenvalues of the “Gaussian matrix” when the number of variables tends to 
infinity. Jonsson [4, 51, Wachter [6] and others have investigated the 
distributions of the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix when the 
number of variables tends to infinity. In this paper, we will show that the 
spectral distribution of a sequence of the products of the random matrices 
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will tend to a distribution function in the limit as the number of variables 
tends to infinity. An application of this result in deriving the distributions of 
the eigenvalues of the multivariate F matrix when the number of variables 
tends to infinity will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A, be a p x p matrix with real eigenvalues 1, < 1, < s-v < I,. Then, we 
define a distribution function F,(x) as 
F,(x)=+{i: fi<x], 
where #{ } denotes the number of elements of the set { }. We call this 
function the spectral distribution function of A,. 
We are interested here in a sequence {A,} of random matrices where each 
A, has only real eigenvalues. If the spectral distribution F,(x) of A, tends to 
a nonrandom distribution function F(x) as p-’ co, in some sense, then we 
say that the sequence {A,} has a limit spectral distribution (in the given 
sense) F(x). 
Jonsson [4,5] proved that a sequence of Wishart matrices has a limit 
spectral distribution. Wachter [6] got more general results, but he still 
considered matrices of Wishart type as was done by Grenander and 
Silverstein [3]. 
In this paper, we consider spectral distributions of products of certain 
random matrices. 
Let Xij, i, j = 1, 2,... be distributed independently and identically as normal 
with mean zero and variance one. Also, let 
w*=x*x; 
be a Wishart matrix where 
Xp=(Xij, 1 <i<p, 1 <j<m). 
Then W, is known to be the Wishart matrix with m degrees of freedom. 
For each p > 1, let TP = (t$“, 1 < i <p, 1 gj < p) be a ‘matrix of random 
variables. We suppose fi, (*) = t,‘f’, and T,, for any i, j = 1, 2 ,..., p, p = 1, 2 ,... 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose 
(1) (X,} and Tp’s are independent, 
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(2) the limit limm,p400 p/m = y exists and is finite, 
(3) if G,(x) is the spectral distribution of T,,, lim -rQ) j xk dG,(x) = Hk 
exists, for L*(P), for each fixed k, and Cp=, H,“*’ = +oo (Carleman’s 
condition, see Feller [2]). 
Then, the sequence {(l/m) Wr T,} has a limit spectral distribution in 
probability, i.e., tf F,, is the spectral distribution of {(l/m) W, Tp ] then there 
is a distribution function F such that F,(x) -+ F(x) in probability as p -+ co 
for any x. F(x) is nonrandom. 
From (3) it is easy to see that 
(4) for fixed k, E J” xk dG,(x) is bounded as p + co. 
If FP(x) is the spectral distribution of (l/m) W, T,, and Mk = s x”dFJx) 
is the kth moment of F,(x), we shall prove the theorem by proving 
(5) E, = lim,,, EM, exists for k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
(6) VarM,+O asp+ co, fork= 1,2 ,..., 
(7) C E,“2k = +co. 
The main difftculty is to prove (5). In order to prove (5), we need to 
develop a theory on a special kind of multigraphs and we call them Q- 
graphs. Thus our work involves combinatorial problems. 
We will use the following lemma. 
LEMMA A. E 1s xkl dG,(x) ... i xkh dG,(x) - H,, . . . Hkhl -+ 0 as p--f co, 
for any fixed positive integers k, ,..., k,. 
Proof: We prove by induction on h. For h = 1, this is a direct conse- 
quence of condition (3). Suppose Lemma A is true for h = 1. Then 
Ech’ = E 
P 
/I 
xkl dG,(x) ..a j xkh dG,(x) -H,, .a. Hkh 
< E 
)I 
xkl dG,(x) -0. j xkh-l dG,(x) 
I I- 
j xkh dG,(x) - Hk, 
+ E 
I j 
xkl dG,(x) a.. j xkh-l dG,(x) -H,, ... Hkh-, Hkh 
<El’* xkl dG,(x) 9.. j xkh-l dG,(x) * 
2 
. EL/= xkh dG,(x) - Hk, + Ech - ‘)Hk,. P 
So, we have only to prove E 1 I xkl dG,(x) a.- ( xkh-l dG,(x)l* is bounded. 
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Let k = k, + . . . + k, _ i. By Holder inequality, 
xkl dG,(x) . .a j xkh-l dG,(x) /2< /i~“dC,(~)/2< j~'"dG,(x). 
But using (4), we know that E j” x2k dG,(x) is bounded. 
3. SOME LEMMAS IN GRAPH THEORY 
We first prove some results on graph theory. 
Let V, E be two finite sets. Elements of V and E are called vertices and 
edges, respectively. Suppose there is a function g: E -+ V X K Then (V, E, g) 
is called a multigraph. If x E V, y E V, (x, y) will denote one of those edges 
in E whose g image is (x, y) E I’ x V, sometimes we write xy to denote 
(x, y). Vertices x and y are called the end points of the edge (x, y). 
If u E V occurs in the list {g(e) = (g,(e), g,(e)), e E E} as g,(e) or g2(e) 
just d times, then we say that the degree of u is d. 
DEFINITION. Let (V, E, g) be a multigraph. If it satisfies the following 
conditions, then we say that it is a Q-graph: 
(1) Each vertex has degree 2. 
(2) I’ is divided into disjoint classes such that the graph is class- 
connected, i.e., for any two classes A and B there are classes A = A,,, 
A i ,..., A,=B and edges (xi,yi) withxiEAi-i,yiEAi, i= l,..., 1. 
In the following, a cycle refers to a sequence of mutually different vertices 
Xl ,***, 
(xn+lx” 
and a sequence of edges e,,..., e, such that (xi, xi+ 1) = ei 
= x,) and each verex xi has degree 2; a loop will refer to an edge with 
its two end points identical. 
For Q-graphs we have the following results. 
LEMMA 1. A Q-graph G with k vertices and w classes consists of at most 
k - w + 1 cycles (we see loops as cycles). G consists of just k - w + 1 cycles 
if and only if 
(1) Each cycle meets each class in at most one vertex. 
(2) There can be no such sequences as 
A,, C,,A,, C2,...,-4r, C,,A, 
where A[S are dlrerent classes, C,‘s are dlflerent cycles and Ci meets Ai and 
Ai+, for i = 1, 2 ,..., r(A,+, = A,). 
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Proof: It is evident that a Q-graph consists of disjoint cycles. 
Let G be a Q-graph with k vertices and w  classes. Suppose G has 
maximum number of cycles. We prove that conditions (1) and (2) are 
fulfilled. 
Suppose that cycle C of G meets class A in x and y, where x # y are two 
vertices. We replace C by two loops (x, x) and (y, y) in case C has only two 
vertices. Otherwise, suppose 
c=x,x,x, *a* x,x, 
in which x, = x, xi = y. Then we replace C by loop (y, y) and cycle 
C’=x, “‘Xi-lXj+, “‘X,x,. 
The resulting graph is still a Q-graph with k vertices and w  classes, but the 
number of cycles has increased. This contradicts that the number of cycles of 
the graph G is maximal. 
Suppose (2) is not satisfied, and there is a sequence 
A,, C,,Az, Cz,...,A,, C,,A, 
of different classes Ats and different cycles CI)s, such that Ci meets Ai and 
Ai+ ,(A,+ 1 = A,). We replace C, by loops constructed from all vertices on C, 
which belong to A, and the cycle obtained from C, by deleting all these 
vertices. The resulting graph is also a Q-graph with k vertices and w  classes, 
but with more cycles. 
Thus (1) and (2) are satisfied. 
In the above proof we see that for any Q-graph with k vertices and w  
classes there exists a Q-graph with the same k vertices, w  classes and not less 
cycles such that the latter Q-graph satisfies (1) and (2). 
In the following we prove that any Q-graph with k vertices and w  classes 
satisfying (1) and (2) must have k-w + 1 cycles. 
Let C, and C, be two arbitrary cycles, passing through some class A 
simultaneously, and both contain vertices outside of A, C, = ... x, y, z, ..., 
C2=**.xzy2z2”‘, y, , y, E A. Then we replace C, and C, by Cl and C;, 
and C; is the loop y, y,, C; = ... x, y,z, .m. x2z1 . . . . 
Because class-connectivity is preserved, this procedure can be continued 
until there remains only one cycle C which is not a loop. C must meet every 
class. We note that in this course k, w and the number of cycles do not 
change. C has w  vertices, the remaining vertices constitute k - w loops. So, 
there are k - w + 1 cycles. 
Let G be a multigraph (V, E, g). Let F be a partition of V into disjoint 
subsets, i.e., F is a set of nonempty subsets of V, and these subsets are 
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mutually disjoint and their union is V. Letf: I’-+ F be the mapping such that 
f(u) is the subset in F which contains V, for any u E I’. If we use f x f to 
denote the mapping V x I’+ F X F withfxf: (v,, VJ F+ (f(v,),f(~,)), then 
evidently (? = (F, E, (f Xf) o g) is also a multigraph. This multigraph is said 
to be obtained from G by identification according to F, and a subset in F 
with more than one vertex is called an identified vertex. 
In the following, by an arc of G we refer to a finite sequence of edges of 
G, X,X?, x*x3 )...) x r-Ix, such that only xi and x, are identified vertices, i.e., 
only they are subsets in F with more than one element. If every set of F has 
only one element, then we say that F is trivial. 
LEMMA 2. Let G = (V, E, g) be a Q-graph with k vertices and w classes, 
F be a nontrivial partition of V which is a reJnement of the partition of V 
defined by the classes of this Q-graph G, and G = (F, E, (f x f) og) be the 
multigraph obtained from G by identification according to the partition F of 
V. Let r be the number of arcs in G” and u be the number offree cycles (those 
cycles of & on which there are no identified vertices). Then (c/2) + r < k - w. 
ProoJ Let r,, rr ,..., r, be the cycles of G. They are so arranged that for 
any i, ri passes through a class which contains vertices of some of the cycles 
r o,..., ri-,. Cycles r, ,..., ri constitute a subgraph Gi of G. If we identify 
vertices of G, in such a way that two vertices are identified if and only they 
belong to the same subset in F, we get a multigraph Gi, Gd = G’. 
Let ai be the number of arcs in Gi (with respect to the identified 
multigraph 6,). Evidently a, does not decrease as i increases, and ad = <. Let 
vi = 1 or 0 according as ri is free or not (with respect to G), and 
ci = # {vertices on ri} - # {classes which contain vertices 
of rj but do not contain vertices of r,, ,..., ri_ ,}. 
Of course, 
&, = #{vertices on r, } - #{classes passed through by r,}. 
We assume that ‘lo = 0. 
We assert f(ai - ai-,) + vi < &, i = 1, 2 ,..., d. 
If vi = 1, then ai - a,- i = 0, but 6 > 0, and so the inequality holds. 
Now assume vi = 0. Let A, ,..., A, be the classes of G, which contain some 
vertices of ri. Let the common vertices of A, and ri be x,,..., x, among 
which x,, x2 ,..., xb take part into identification with vertices of r, ,..., rim r or 
that of ri. There are five ways to identify: 
(1) A single x, is identified with an identified vertex y of Gi- I, 
(2) A single x, is identified with an unidentified vertex y of Gi- i, 
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(3) Several x,‘s are identified with an identified vertex y of GiP1 
together, 
(4) Several x,‘s are identified with an unidentified vertex y of G,-, 
together, 
(5) Several x,‘s are identified together, without vertices of Gj-, taking 
part into this identification, 
and the increment of number of arcs by the above live different ways of iden- 
tification are, respectively, 
(1) one, 
(2) two, 
(3) number of these x,‘s, 
(4) number of these x,‘s plus one, 
(5) number of these x,‘s. 
In any case, the increment of the number of arcs does not exceed twice the 
number of vertices of ri in A i, i.e., the increment <2e. But if Ti does not 
contain any vertex of r, ,..., ri- i, then just case (5) may occur. If (5) occurs 
e > 1, and the increment <e < 2(e - 1). Summing over all A, ,..., A,, we get 
ai-Uj-, \ < 2C (increment in Ai) < 21;,, or, since yli = 0, 
Using the above inequalities and the inequality f a, + ‘lo < &, , we get the ine- 
quality 
We now prove C ci Q k - w. By proving that from the given Q-graph we 
can construct a Q-graph with k vertices and w classes but with more than 
C Ci cycles and so, C ci < k - w + 1. At first, we replace r. by Co loops and 
a cycle r{ which passes through each class of r. at just one vertex in a way 
we did in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Suppose r, has [I vertices belonging to classes in which there are vertices 
of r,. Let x, be one of these vertices. If 6; = I then we let it remain there 
untouched. Otherwise, if r, = . . . yx,z . . ., then we replace r, by the loop 
(x1,x,) and regardr, the cycle...yz.... We continue this process until there 
is only one vertex of ri which is in some class with some vertices of r. 
together. Then we have [; - 1 loops and a cycle r;. Suppose A is a class 
containing vertices of I’; but no vertices of r,. If A contains more than one 
vertex of r;, we replace r; by some loops and a cycle r;, such that 2-i 
contains only one vertex of A. In this way, we get at last a total of <, cycles, 
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from r, ; (c, - 1) loops and the remaining cycle. In the same way we get 
from r,, & cycles... . At last, we get a Q-graph with k vertices and w  classes 
and 1 + &, + . . . + & cycles; here 1 is for the cycle TO. Therefore 
CO + ..a + <, < k - w  and the lemma is proved. 
Let A = {A 1 ,..., A,] be a partition of { l,..., k} into disjoint classes, and 
B = {B, ,..., B,} be a partition of { 1, 2 ,..., 2k} into disjoint classes. B will be 
called a partition subject to A if every B class is included in some set of the 
formA,*={2x-l:xEA,}U{2x:xEA,}.Biscalledevenifeveryclassof 
it contains just even number of elements. If every class of B has just 2 
numbers then B will be called a pairing. 
LEMMA 3. Let A = {A, ,..., A ,}, B = (B I t . . . . B,.) be partitions of 
{ 1, 2 ,..., k) and { 1, 2 ,..., 2kJ respectively, B be subject to A and even. Suppose 
at least one B class has more than 2 elements. Then, 
s = 23 ’ ti,i, ti& *. . t&, = o(pk- H’+ ‘) in L2.’ 
Here ‘C’ means the summation is taken over (i , , 2 ,..., i,,) for which i 
1 < i, <p,..., 1 Q i,, <p, and if a, /? belong to the same B class, i, = i,. 
ProoJ It is evident that we can find a pairing D of the set { 1,2,..., 2kJ 
subject to B, i.e., each pair is a subset of some B-class. 
At first, we consider i, ,..., i,, as 2k distinct symbols. If we regard i, i,, 
. . 
r4r5 ,..., iZk i, as edges and pair {i,, b i } as vertices if a, b are a pair in D, we 
get a multigraph G. If we classify the vertices of G according to A, i.e., two 
vertices {i,, ib}, {i,, id} belong to the same class if and only if these four 
integers a, b, c, d all belong to an At=(2x-l:xEA,}U{2x:x~A,]. 
Thus we get a Q-graph and its class-connectivity is easy to see. It is evident 
that each vertex has degree 2. 
We can further identify the vertices of G into another multigraph G 
according to the partition B just as in Lemma 2, two vertices are identified if 
and only if the pairs defining them have indices included in the same B class. 
Because a Q-graph consists of disjoint cycles, we can write the sum S as 
s=yc,c, .*. c,. 
Here C,‘s are “cycles” of the form: C, = tjlj2tjzj3 ... fjcj,, corresponding to 
cycle .i, .i2 .A . . . j, j, of G. C” means we have to identify further the indices 
whose subscripts belong to the same B class. 
For those cycles which are free, i.e., on which all vertices need no further 
identifications, the summation can be carried out as 
C tJlj2tj2j2 *.’ tj,,, = tr TL = i xi dG,(x). il..-.,I, 
’ In the sequel, we use the notation T, = (tij). 
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The remaining cycles are not free and they have indices identified with other 
indices. But on these cycles there are two kinds of indices, free and not free. 
Free means it occurs just twice. 
Carrying out the summation with respect to free indices, we obtain 
by the definition of multiplication of matrices; here <, q have the same 
meaning as in Lemma 2. Notice that each of the indices a,, b, ,..., aI, b, 
occurs at least four times in this list. 
In general, let the general term of a sum of the form 
(I,,‘. . 
be a product, and each factor of it depends at most on two indices and each 
index a, occurs at least four times, where the summation is over u, ,..., a,, 
ui, 3***5 a,,, uj, ,..., uj . Then, 
R2 < CS:~UI) *** x.f:<ur> C d(ui,, uj,) *** s gsZC”i,9 uj,)* 
a, Qr ail,ail ai,.als 
In fact, by Schwarz inequality, 
R2 <~./-:(a,)~ 1 f’(a,,u,, 
QI a1 ( (1*.... 
. ..)) 2. 
The sum inside the bracket has the same property as R if we regard a, as 
constant. The inequality is thus proved by induction. The case r = 0 can be 
proved similarly. So, 
S2 < c [tg,‘]’ --. x [t$‘J’ - (tr Til)’ a-. (tr Tiv)‘. 
ad, Wt 
But, because of symmetry, Ca,b [tg12 = tr T;“. Thus 
So, by Lemma A, since (l/p) tr q = j” xqdG,(x), 
by Lemma 2. 
s = O(p L/2+7 = O(pk-w+ I) inL2 
4. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF E(M,)WHEN~-~ 00 
Let F,(x) be the spectral distribution of the matrix (l/m) W, Tp, i.e., 
F,(X) = (l/p) #{i: Zi <x}; here I, < a-. < 1, are the eigenvalues of 
2 $” denotes an entry of the matrix T; .  
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(l/m) Wp Tp. Note that because Wp,y’ = Wj” Wi/2Tp and Wi/2Tp WA/’ have 
the same eigenvalues and Wj”T,, W, is symmetric, I, ,..., I, are all real. 
Let 
M, = Xk dF,(x), I 
k = 1, 2,... . 
In this section we will prove that EM, --P E, as p + co and 
c E;;/2k = 03. 
We have 
Here the sum is taken with respect to each index i, , i, ,..., i,, running from 1 
top. But 
Wii’ = 2 x,x,,. 
j=l 
so 
Mk= 
where j, ,...,j, run from 1 to m. But X, and tij are independent, and so we 
have 
Since for different (i,j), Xij’s are independent, we collect the factors 
xizq--lj 
Thus 
XizQ, together for equal j,,‘s, and split such factors for different jo’s. 
For each X-product we have a partition A = {A, ,..., A,} of the set 
{ 1, 2,..., k} such that two integers q and q’ belong to the same A class iff 
j, = jq,. The whole sum is then split into a sum of sums, each of the latter 
has the same partition A. Thus, 
Here ,7JA means summation over all possible partitions of { 1, 2,...; k], (j) ( A 
means jg =jg, iff q and q’ belong to a common A class. 
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Given A = {A i ,..., A,}, a partition of { 1, 2 ,..., k}, and a given vector 
(j) = (j, ,...,j,J such thatj, = j, iff a, b belong to the same A class, we denote 
the different w  values of j,,..., j, by ri,..., rw, with the understanding that 
ra = j, if b E A,. Then the inner sum of EM, is 
s I, = C fi E FI (Xi26-lroXi2br,) E(ti2i,ti,i, *a* tilki,)* 
(i) a=1 beA, 
Given a partition A of { 1, 2,..., k} we can correspond a partition A * of 
(1, 2 ,..., 2k) in such a way that A* = {A: ,..., A,*} if A = (A ,,..., A,.); here 
A$ = (2A, - 1)~ (2AJ, or equivalently, n E A,* iff [(n + 1)/2] E A,. With 
the aid of A *. we can write 
In order that a term in this sum does not vanish, it is necessary that each 
E nb.A* XibF, # 0. If this holds, A,* must be further partitioned into classes; 
each clak contains even number of elements and i, = i,,, if and only if b, b’ 
belong to the same class. As a whole, we must have a partition B of 
(1,2,..., 2k). It is even, a refinement of A *. Also if b, b’ belong to the same 
A * class, then i, = i,, iff b and b’ belong to the same B class, in order that 
n:= 1 E nbcA; XibrO # 0. In this case, 
depends only on A*, B and is independent of special values of (i). Thus 
s A,(r) = r T 
Bz* (i);;;‘,B 
K(A *, B) Eti2i, fi,i, * . . tizai, * 
B eve” 
Here B > A* means partition B of { 1, 2,..., 2k) is a refinement of A*. Also 
(i) 1 A*, B means that if b, b’ both belong to the same A* class then i, = i,, if 
and only if b and b’ belong to the same B class. We see that SA,Cr) is 
independent of (r). 
Suppose B is a pairing. Then we can define a Q-graph G(A*, B). The 
edges are i, i, , i, i, ,..., i,, i, . The vertices are pairs {i,, ib} where {a, b} is a B- 
class. The classes of vertices are determined by A*. 
Case 1. B is a pairing and G(A *, B) has less than k - w  + 1 cycles. We 
consider the sum 
S A*,B = 
(i)lA*.B 
Efi2i3 ti,i, . ‘. tilki, * 
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Because G(A *, B) is a Q-graph, i,i,, i,i, ,..., iZki, constitute v < k - w + 1 
cycles. Thus 
S A*,B = C’ EC&, ..a C, 
j,. . . . . j, 
where C,‘s are “cycles” and C, = tjn, jaztjo2 jO, . . . tj j . Also cj,,. ..,j, means 
that the sum is taken with respect to k identified in&&j, ,..., j, varying from 
1 to p but they are different when two of them belong to the same class of 
vertices determined by A*. 
Thus S,,,, can be expressed as 
S,,,, = s EC, C, .a- C,., 
I,.....I, 
where I, ,..., I,, are inequalities of the form j, #j, between two indices 
belonging to the same class of vertices. By inclusion-exclusion principle, 
S \I‘ A*,B = L 
i,.....j, 
\‘ - . . . . 
L -f+‘- 
a<b<c I,.Ib.I, 
where I:, denotes the negation of I,. By Lemma 3 the terms in the bracket 
are all o(pk-“‘+I), and by LemmaA, the first sum on the right hand side is 
\,‘ =EtrTiI 
-. 
. . . tr Tic, = O(p”) = O(pk-“‘+ ‘) 
j,,...,J, 
Therefore, in this case 
S A*,B = o(pk-W+l). 
Case 2. Some B class contains more than 2 elements. By Lemma 3 and 
the inclusion-xclusion principle, it is seen in the same manner that 
S A’,B = o(pk-N+‘). 
Case 3. B is a pairing and G(A*, B) has k - w  + 1 cycles. Combining 
the above discussion 
EM, = -!+-C 2 C JJ K(A*,B)Eti2ilti4i~...tiZkiI 
A WA B”:;“,; (i)IA*,B 
X 1 K(A*yB)Eti2i3ti4iJ a.. ti,,i,* 
(iHA*,B 
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Here, w  is the number of classes of A, and C’, C”, C”’ corresponds to 
Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, respectively. Notice that for Case 3, K(A, B) = 1. 
Thus 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Given a partition A of (1,2,..., k} with w  classes and then a 
partition A* of { 1, 2,..., 2k}, there is at most one pairing B subject to A* 
such that G(A*, B) is a Q-graph with k - w  + 1 cycles. 
Proof: Suppose G(A*, B) has k - w  + 1 cycles. Then, the following 
holds good. 
(1) If i,, and i2r+l belong to the same A* class, they must be iden- 
tified (i.e., they form a vertex). Otherwise, there would be a cycle which 
meets two vertices with a class. 
(2) There are no sequences of the form 
where A,*, , A,*, ,..., A,*, are different classes and L, is a simple path which 
begins at a vertex in A,*, and ends at a vertex in A,*,+, (q = l,..., r; a,, 1 = a,), 
and the end of L, _, and the beginning of L, are not identified though they 
are both in A,*,. For, if such a sequence exists, L, should be completed by 
another path into a cycle C,, q = I,..., r. If these cycles are different, then we 
will have a sequence 
which is prohibited by Lemma 1. Suppose Cd+, = C, and C, ,..., C, are 
distinct. Then we will have the prohibited sequence 
Thus (2) is proved. 
If G(A *, B) has k - w  + 1 cycles, then (l), (2) are true as we just proved. 
If we start from i,i,, preserving (1) and (2), we see that it is determined 
completely as to which indices should be identified. Thus G(A*, B) is 
unique. 
By applying this lemma, 
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Here, CJ, means summation over the partitions A of { 1,2,..., k} with w  
classes, for which there is a pairing B of { 1, 2,..., 2k}, B > A *, such that the 
Q-graph G(A *, B) has just k - w  + 1 cycles. 
If among the k - w  + 1 cycles of G(A *, B), there are it, loops, n2 cycles 
with 2 vertices,..., n, cycles with w  vertices, then 
n,+n,+*** +n,=k-w+l, 
n,+2n,+...+wn,=k, 
and by Lemma 3 and inclusion-exclusion principle 
But by Lemma A, for all I > 1, as p + CD 
and so we have 
E,=jitEM,= i ykpw c H:‘H:= .a. H”w’CNnlnZ.. nW. 
w=1 n,+n2+...+nw=k-WI 
nl+2n2t.. . twn,=k 
Here Nn,n,. .  .n, is the number of those partitions A of the set { 1,2,..., k) into 
w  classes and for each such A there exists a pairing B of { 1, 2,..., 2k}, 
B > A *, and the Q-graph G(A *, B) has n, loops, n2 cycles with 2 vertices..., 
IZ, cycles of w  vertices, IZ, + n2 + ... + ti, = k - w  + 1. 
For evaluating Nnlnz.. .n,, we note that to each such G(A *, B) we can 
construct a finite sequence of integers in the following way: we draw this 
graph along the order i,i,, i, i, ,..., iZkil, and the sequence is defined as 
follows: 
(1) The 1st term is 0. 
(2) The 2nd, 4th ,.,., 2kth terms are 1. 
(3) If i2ri2r+ 1 j ust completes a cycle of length s, then the 2r + lth term 
is --s; otherwise 2r + lth term is 0. 
Such sequence has the following properties: it has 2k + 1 terms, even 
number terms are 1, odd number terms GO, total sum is 0, and partial 
sums > 0. 
It is easy to see that Nn,. . .n, is the number of such sequences, in which 
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there are ‘E, places with -1, n2 places with -2,..., n, places with --w. With 
the aid of the following Lemma (see Jonsson [4,5]), it is seen that 
1 
N 
(k + l)! =- “,‘. ‘fzw k+ 1 n,! ..a n ,!(k+l-(k-w+l))! 
k! = 
1 n, . *** n,. ’ w!’ 
LEMMA. If a, ,..., ak are nonpositive integers, and Cf=, a, = -(k - l), 
there exists a unique integer r, 1 < r < k, such that all partial sums of 
ur, La,,,, l,..., La,+,-, 
are nonnegative. Here the indices are the residue classes (mod k). 
Proof. We consider the sequence 
(4 7 b, ,..., b,,) = (1, a,, 1, a,,..., 1, ak> 
the indices of b are residue class (mod 2k). We prove that there exists a 
unique cz such that the partial sums of 
b,,b a + , ,.--7 b a+2k-I 
are all al. Notice that b, + ma. + bzk= 1. 
Existence. Let b, + b, + , + . . . + b, be the shortest consecutive sum 
which is maximum and with length <2k. 
Suppose b,+b,+,+.**+b,<O, t-a+1<2k. If t>s, then 
b,,, + *** + ba+zk-l = (b, + b,+l + a-. + ba+2k--l) - (b, + b,+I + ... + b,) 
>I, and so b,+,t...+b,+2k_ltbot... t b, is a consecutive sum with 
length <2k but with a sum greater than b, + . . . + b,. If t < s, then 
b,,, t b,,, t a.. t b, = (b, + a.. t b,) - (b, t .a. t b,) > (b, + . . . + b,) 
and with shorter length than b, t es* + b,. 
So the partial sums of b, + ... b, + 2k- i are all al. 
Uniqueness. Suppose both sequences 
683/13/4-2 
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have partial sums 21, and a < fi, /3 - a < 2k 
1 = b, + b,+* + *** + be+*&, = (b, + **- + b,-,) 
+(bq+...+b,+2k-,)>/1+1 
which is a contradiction. 
Then 
E,= i yk-‘+ 
w=1 
c n,! **~~w!wlH;‘-~H~. 
n,+...+n,=k-w+l 
n,+...+wn,=k 
By a well-known inequality about moments, we have 
if k is even. Thus, 
X c 
(k - w + 111 yn,y2n2 . . . y”“y* 
I 
n,+...+n,.=k--w+l nl. “* &J! 
“,t . . . + wn,,,=k 
The inner sum is the yk term of the polynomial (y + y* + . . . + Y~)~--)(‘+’ 
But this polynomial is dominated by the power series 
(y+y2 + . ..)k-W =yk-w+l(l -y)-k+n’-l 
and its yk term is 
(k-w+ l)(k-w+2)... (k- 1) k (k - l)! 
(w - l)! ’ = (w - l)!(k - w)! yk’ 
Therefore, if k is even, 
IEklGHk i: y-w (km,; 11, w, ,w’~,;“wy Yk lV=l . . 
k-l 
=H, T y’ 
k! (k - l)! 
,Yo (vi- l)!(k-u)! (k-u-l)!v! 
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,Z” lEkl-“k 2 (1 :y)’ ‘;‘ fpk= +al. 
k%fzn 
4. ASYMPTOTIC LIMIT OF VARIANCE OF M, 
In this section we prove that for any integer k > 1 
Var Mk = EM: - (EMk)* --+ 0 as p-a. 
Then we will complete the proof of the theorem. 
We have 
EM; = 
A U)lA (0 A’ U’)lA’ (i’) q=l 
Here, 
A-a partition of (1, 2 ,..., k}, 
A ‘-a partition of {k + I,..., 2k}, 
(j) = (jl ,--,jk), 1 <j, < m,.-, l < .ik < m9 
(j’) = (ji 9-e9 j;) = (jk+ 1 y-ev j2k>, l <j; < m?..., 1 <j; < m9 
(i) = (i , ,..., izk), 1 < i, <p9..-9 1 < i2k <P? 
(i’) = (ii ,...) i&) = (izk+, ,..., id& 1 < ii <p,..., 1 < i;k <p, 
(j) 1 A means j, = j, iff (I and b belong to the same A class. 
(j’) 1 A ’ means j: = j; iff a and b belong to the same A ’ class. 
We split the sum for EM: into two parts: 
EM; = 
In x1 we collect all those terms in which some coordinates of (j) equal some 
coordinates of (j’). In x2 we collect all other terms. 
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But x2 = 2) - x4 where 
From Section 3 and the hypothesis of the theorem, it is seen that 
$ c, -+ (,“c EM,)* = E:. -I 
In x4, (j’) ) A ’ has W’ free indices, here W’ is the number of classes in A ‘. 
But (j’) n (j) # 0 and so some j; have to be fixed to some j,. Thus the 
number u’ of free indices in (j’) 1 A ’ is less than w’. So, 
r c C =I O(m W'- Ipk-"'f I) = qpk), 
A’ Ci’)lA’,Ci’)nU)#a (i’) A’ 
and asp+ co, 
+x,=&E [T mwO(pk-w+‘) O(P’)] = 0 [$)+ 0. 
Therefore, as p + co, 
‘r +E;. 
p2m2k L-i2 
As for JJ,, we at first fix A and A’. Under (j) 1 A, the k indices j, ,..., j, 
reduce to w  different values h,,..., h,, and under (j’) 1 A’, the k indices 
j; ,..., ji reduce to w’ different values h; ,..., h:,. Now in xi, some h; must be 
equal to some h,. As an example, suppose hi = hi, hi = h,, but no other 
such relations are assumed. In this case, we consider the partition of 
( 1, 2,..., 2k): 
X=(&i, )..., A”,+,,-,) 
=(A,UA;,A,uA;,A3 ,..., A,,A; ,..., A;,). 
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In order that a term in C, corresponding to A, A’ and h, = hi, h, = hi, to 
be not equal to 0, i.e., 
it is necessary that there is a pairing B of { 1,2,..., 4k} such that each pair is 
included in a A* class; here the * has the same meaning as before, and if 
a, b is such a pair then i, = i,. Thus, under such identifications, i, i,, 
i, i, ,..., &i,, i2k+2 izk+ 3, i2k+4i2k+5 ,..., idkizk+ I constitute a multigraph, 
consisting of disjoint cycles. This graph is a Q-graph, because it is easy to 
see that the w  + W’ - 2 classes are connected by these edges. So it has at 
most 2k - w  - W’ + 2 + 1 cycles. If there need more identifications, we can 
use Lemma 3. Then, as p + co, 
-\‘= l 1 w+$v-r 2k-w-w'trt1 --5TO(m p _ p2m2k il p2m2k fd 7 >-0(p-')-,O, 
where r is the general number instead of the specific 2 in the example. 
Therefore 
Var M, = EM: - (EIU~)~ -+ E: - Ei = 0. 
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